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Wheels
Swop S4 Spa UP comes with  wheels 
that can be blocked and unblocked 
using a lever.

Swop on wheels! 

Double column
The double column base makes 
the bed extremely stable and 
versatile. The 4 engines allow 
reaching multiple positions, 
also Trendelenburg and anti-
Trendelenburg. This Spa bed 
is conceived to be a premium 
Spa bed offering a multifunction 
solution. 

Rise your treatments to the next 
level! 

Top quality Spa bed with double column structure. It is equipped 
with 4 engines that adjust the height, backrest, leg-rest and tilt. 
Equipped with 3 memory positions and reset function. Continuous 
mattress in viscoelastic material offering high comfort to the 
patient. Swop S4 is equipped with heating system as standard. 
Retractable wheels and white Led lighting on the base. 

TwinLift by Naggura
Patented armrest system. Ergonomic and easy to use. 
The arm supports can be lowered and lifted by the patient 
himself. 

Make yourself comfortable!

Swop Spa
Beds to chillax!
Naggura Swop Spa beds,  
are an innovative, 
comfortable and high 
quality line of tables.

MOVE pack by Naggura
x3 times faster motors than 
traditional beds.  
3 memory positions to optimise 
treatments and reset function.
Safety lock to turn the bed on 
& off.

Always on the UPgrade!
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More Swop Spa

Available in white or brown 
upholstery.

Heating
High quality matress with memory 
foam and heating as standard. 

Calm down and bright UP your day!

Naggura Skin
High-end upholstery made of vinyl coated fabric that offers 
optimum quality, resistance and durability. 

The best skin for your table!

SPA bed with single block mattress of 
high comfort. The bed is equipped with 
3 engines which adjust the height of 
the table, the backrest position, and the 
central part. Swop S3 Spa is equipped 
as standard with a white LED lighting 
on the base.

Wood finishes
Natural wood finishes on the bed 
frame give a soft and warm look to 
the table. 

Naturally relaxing!

Interchangeable Panels & LED 
lighting
Cause you never get up in the same 
mood! Swap the front panels and you 
will get a brand-new table in a matter 
of seconds. It’s time to bring colour 
and light to your consulting room. 
A professional treatment table doesn’t 
have to be boring!

Bamboo Sound System
Never thought you could bring music 
to your treatment table? Choose the 
Bamboo Sound System with Blue-
tooth connection and place it into its 
housing on the table base or simply 
take it out and put it on your desk. 
Since well-being and music are the 
perfect duo!

SPA bed with single block mattress of high comfort and TwinLift 
armrests. The bed is equipped with 3 engines which adjust the 
height of the table, the backrest position, and the central part. 
Swop S3 Spa is equipped as standard with heating and white LED 
lighting on the base.



When art meets art

This is Swop, the most 
revolutionary table  
ever built!



Naggura keeps on creating and reinventing 
premium tables that stand out from the 
crowd. 

Tables born so you can work happily.  
We change the present to build up a new 
future.


